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Dear ABC,

Thanks for choosing http://www.indastro.com

We have been providing Astrology Consultation and advice on true Vedic principles since the year 2000. Over 
two million customers have benefited with our free and premium services till date. We have prepared your 
Detailed Dasa Reading 2 years report:

1) 
Dasa in operation in the next two years:

You will be under the dasa-s of balance of Jupiter-Venus [till 17 Jul 2017] and a part of Jupiter-Sun [18 Jul 2017 
to 10 Oct 2017].
These planets are variously afflicted in your horoscope.

2) 
Overall effects and prediction of the coming two years:

You will get fairly good support of luck and can sort out some problem in some areas of life despite the fact that 
the coming two years will not be easy to handle.
You can move towards success in your endeavors but only with appropriate determination and self control.
Any existing career may offer a growth point in your position.
Increase of income will be quite good during both years, especially during mid 2016 to mid 2017.
Expenses will remain quite high due to unplanned and possibly unexpected demands on your funds.
Expenses on avoidable areas will also cause many financial difficulties.
Accumulation of money will not be much but with increased calmness and discretion, you can increase it 
substantially.
Support [especially in finance] from friends and relatives will not be very significant.
Marital life [if applicable] will have clear chance of betterment during the entire period, especially during mid 2016
to mid 2017 and this opportunity should not be missed. 
Health of spouse may suffer from some chronic ailment.
The area of social life and love or romance will offer mixed results and thus happiness through success in 
matters of romance will come haltingly and may not reach the desired level.
Children, if any, will not enjoy much good health or good luck.
They may be quite demanding and may not be very cordial with you and may not cooperate or help in any 
significant degree. 
Health will be basically normal but weak and somewhat afflicted.
Mental tension and anxiety will affect your digestion and overall strength.
No serious disorder is expected.

3) 
Major changes that can be expected in life:

Rise in good luck and in self confidence, better power of judgment and self expression, new and better 
opportunities for career, higher inflow of earnings through career and improvement in marital equation are much 
expected.
On the flip side, restrictions from superiors at work, lack of vibe with peers, significant communication failure, 
high expenses over social life and on children will occur.
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You may be inclined to sell or mortgage some property but this should be avoided.
Social life will not be very stable or positive.

4) 
Opportunities that could come about in this period:

Change to a better job or a better role in current job will be much possible if you try harder.
You will have options to tactfully handle your seniors and colleagues to give you more peace at work and also 
material gains.
You will get opportunities to cut down your expenses through calmness and discretion and to build up your funds.

5) 
Precautions necessary for this period:

The areas that will need specific and sustained attention, relate to attitude at work, control over expenses and 
readiness to strike a compromising posture with others, especially with spouse, and superiors and colleagues at 
work.
Dependence on own ability, discretion and intelligence and care to avoid or at least minimize communication 
failure will be very important.
You must be cooperative with all to get cooperation.
Stay clear of any controversy at work place with both superiors and colleagues.
Strict care must be taken to shun expenses that can be avoided or can be delayed.
Save every possible amount of money to avoid financial stringency.

6) 
Profession:

Business or self employment is not supported in your horoscope.
Thus you will need to go for employment career only.
Growth in working career is quite possible though this may not be easy.
If you try harder from now, you can get a quite better job with better pay but this may or may not be for a higher 
position.
This is also possible to occur through a change of role in your current job during 2015-2016 but it is more likely 
during mid 2016 to mid 2017.
In case it is a change of employer, then relocation is possible but not over long distance.
Just in case you are not working at the moment, you can get a suitable job along the same time line.
The period from mid 2016 to mid 2017 will bring a good rise in your income from job career through the above 
change.
At work during these two years you will not get any encouragement, support, or guidance from seniors.
You will also see many restrictions from them on your working style and you may not be always free to exercise 
your powers or views.
You will need to rise to the expectation of your superiors and must not argue with them.
Avoid all situations of controversy with colleagues though they can be highly obstructive to your good efforts and 
progress.
Your image in the eyes of your seniors will certainly go down in case you cannot get along well working with 
them or with your peers since you may not appear an obedient subordinate or a good team person.
In all working situations maintain good communication with all as failure in this area can be easily possible and 
harmful.
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A calm, patient, tolerant and accommodative approach to work will pave the way to further career growth in 
future.

7) 
Relationship:

All forms of relationships will need focused handling during the two years since planetary support to this area will 
be of mixed nature.
Some planets will much encourage better bonding and romantic relationships, while other planets will not be 
adequately supportive of love or romance but their negative influence will be partially balanced out by the former 
planets.
However marital relationship will be quite improved and this should be actively pursued to reach an even better 
level.
In social life too you will see many occasions where people, mostly male, will be much attracted to you.
But many of these may suddenly slow down or get aborted due to reasons not connected with love [viz change of
job with relocation or family or health issues].
Though you can have an active social life, it is necessary and better to focus on permanent relationships like 
marital life.
With your intelligence and the support of positive planets you can do this easily.
In career too you can maintain positive and gainful relationships with all provided you do not over react to any 
criticism or any obstruction from them and continue to offer them cooperation with a smile.
However relationship with own children, if applicable, may not get better.

8) 
Remedies:

Meditate or pray regularly.
Keep east side windows and doors of your residence open for as long as possible.
Offer water to Sun God every morning, facing east and after full bath.
Chant “Om Durgaoii Namah” as frequently as possible, the more the better.
Even silent chanting will do.
Keep fast during evenings and nights of all Saturdays.
Sleep with your head towards the South direction. 
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Best Regards,
 

Pt. Punarvasu

 

Click here to upgrade your Membership. Upgrading to Paid Membership will get you monthly consultations at 
huge discount and many other benefits. 

 

You may also like:

Detailed Horoscope Reading 

Career Analysis Report

Composite Astrology report   (a more than 40 page life report for you)

 

Please Note: All  predictions and opinion provided are based on the birth data provided by the querist.  Any
discrepancy or doubt about the birth details can render the entire opinion unreliable.

You may also be interested is
Our other Consultation related reports

         Specific questions Career-questions  
Health –questions Urgent Questions  
Love Questions
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www.indastro.com
Indianet Consultants,

D-19 & 31, South Extension - 1, 
New Delhi- 110049, India.

Tel: +91 11 2465 4365,
ccare@indastro.com

Now Consult Our Astrologer Live on Phone/Video/Web Chat
For Personal Consultation. Click Here
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